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Fig 2.78
Arrestor Bed Details
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FREEWAYS

2.5.10 Shoulder Marking for SOS Telephone
Points
1

Several sections of the National freeway network are
provided with SOS emergency telephones. These
telephones are located at the rear of the emergency
shoulder. This system can, however, be used for
non-emergency messages. Under non-emergency
circumstances the user, by being on the emergency
shoulder, is technically committing an offence. An
EXCLUSIVE PARKING BAY marking RM7 is available for
SOS telephone use.

2

Figure 2.79 therefore illustrates the option to use an
EXCLUSIVE PARKING BAY marking RM7 on the
shoulder, locally, in place of a freeway shoulder marking
RM4.1. The locations of SOS telephones are indicated by
tourism service signs GF11 and GF12. In order to
enhance awareness of the location of the telephones, and
the fact that the shoulder may be used, it is recommended
that the preceding section of shoulder be marked with
PAINTED ISLAND marking RM5 as shown on Details
2.79.1 and 2.79.4.

ROAD MARKINGS
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Fig 2.79
SOS Telephone
Shoulder Layout
MAY 2012
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2.6.1

PARKING
2.6

ROAD MARKING APPLICATIONS
FOR PARKING ENVIRONMENTS

2.6.1

General

1

The dimensions of various angles of parking bay are detailed in
many documents. For completeness in this chapter Figures
2.80 to 2.84 cover dimensional details for 90o, 60o and 45o
angled parking bays, and parallel parking bays. The
dimensions used in these figures are effectively the mean of
those given in a range of other documents.

2

In each case Figures 2.80 to 2.83 give detailed individual bay
marking dimensions, including examples of minimum level
markings. These figures also give bay, aisle and module
dimensions for 90o, 60o and 45o angled parking as applied to
off-street car parks and parking garages.

3

Figure 2.80 includes a range of aisle and parking bay widths for
90o parking bays. For this bay pattern a reduced aisle width
may be compensated for by an increase in bay width (within
reasonable limits). This option may be of particular value in the
design of parking bay layouts within buildings, although account
will always have to be taken also of column positions.

4

Examples of motor cycle parking bays are included in Figures
2.80 and 2.82. These road markings should be accompanied
by MOTOR CYCLE PARKING RESERVATION sign R307-P.

2.6.2
1

(a) in small towns where heavy vehicles traditionally stop for
driver rest periods;
(b) in uncontrolled, but heavy demand, on-street areas used by
regular parkers who are likely to park at higher densities
than can be achieved when individual bays are marked.

Parallel Parking

Figure 2.83 shows a range of examples of typical parallel
parking road marking applications. Included in these examples
are details of the following marking variations:
(a) full bay markings;
(b) reduced level bay markings;
(c) minimum level bay markings for use with part-time NO
STOPPING or NO PARKING markings;
(d) motorcycle bay markings;
(e) guide markings to help drivers centre in bays (always on
the right side of the bay);
(f) number/arrow markings for use with "multi"-parking meters;

2

(g) paired bays with common manoeuvring area (slight bay
length benefit).
Figure 2.84 shows an option to mark a parking "envelope" in
which individual bays are not marked but the area available for
parking is identified by a perimeter line. This type of parking
may be used for all classes of vehicle where time control is not
a particular requirement. The "envelope" can be reserved for a
specific class of vehicle, such as vehicles over 10 tonnes, as in
the example. Due to the potential for confusion with a LANE
LINE marking GM1, it is recommended that this marking option
should not be used on multi-lane roads, and that when the
marking is used, physical interruption features such as tree or
toilet projections be used to visually close long lengths of the
parking. This form of marking may be most appropriate in the
following
instances:
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Fig 2.80
ROAD MARKINGS
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90o Parking – including Motor Cycle Parking
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Fig 2.81
MAY 2012

60o Parking
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Fig 2.82
ROAD MARKINGS
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45o Parking – including Motor Cycle Parking
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Fig 2.83
Parallel Parking
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PARKING

Fig 2.84
Parallel “Envelope” Parking
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2.6.3
1

Exclusive Parking Bays

EXCLUSIVE PARKING BAY marking RM7 and its "coded" user
symbol RM7.1 can be used for a wide variety of specific purposes.
Symbols are available for the following classes of vehicle or
purposes (see Figure 2.114 also);
(a) ambulance or emergency vehicle;
(b) bus;
(c) loading zone;
(d) taxi (metred taxi);
(e) fire-fighting vehicle;
(f) rickshaw;
(g) diplomatic vehicle;
(h) minibus;
(i) SOS phone;
(j) defence force vehicle.

2

In Figure 2.85, Details 2.85.1 and 2.85.2 show examples of typical
applications of markings RM7 and RM7.1 for buses and
minibuses, including an example superimposed on a shoulder of a
high speed road.

3

Details 2.85.3, 2.85.4 and 2.85.5 illustrate examples of the use of
DISABLED PERSONS PARKING BAY marking RM16 in parallel,
angled and 90o parking bay situations respectively. The parking
bays for disabled persons shown in these examples have all been
enlarged to permit the manoeuvring of wheelchairs when
necessary. Care should be exercised in providing a left side
parallel bay for disabled persons, as shown in the example, since
disabled drivers will have to get into a wheelchair in a traffic lane.
Each of the examples also shows the need to provide for a ramp
from road level to footpath level. Marking RM16 is enforceable on
its own since it is a regulatory marking, however, the optional
additional use of PARKING FOR DISABLED PERSONS
RESERVATION sign R323-P may be considered. Detail 2.85.5
gives an example of the use of PAINTED ISLAND marking RM5
between bays to inhibit other users from encroaching into the
oversized bay areas.

4

Figure 2.86 shows the application of markings RM7 and RM7.1 to:
(a) loading area;
(b) ambulance / fire fighting service parking bay;
(c) part-time parking and loading;
(d) metred taxi parking bay;
(e) diplomatic parking bay.

5

If the LOADING AREA RM7 marking, or any other use of marking
RM7, is required to be part-time in operation, it is recommended
that appropriate time limiting SELECTIVE RESTRICTION
RESERVATION signs such as R306-P-512 be used in conjunction
with the relevant NO STOPPING or NO PARKING SELECTIVE
RESTRICTION signs.
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Fig 2.85
Disabled Persons and
Exclusive Parking Bays
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Fig 2.86
Loading Bays and
Exclusive Parking Bays
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DETAILS
2.7

ENHANCED STANDARD DETAILS

2.7.1

General

1

2

3

This section provides enhanced or enlarged standard details of
specific parts of road marking applications which cannot be
covered adequately at the scale of the illustrations in Sections
2.2 to 2.6.
A standard detail in this section may thus be applicable in its
entirety or with minor modification to several illustrations in
more than one section of this chapter.

(ii) traffic travelling in the same direction on both sides of
the island;
(iii) increasing traffic speed; and
(iv) increasing island size.
For further notes refer to Figure 2.90.
6

Figures 2.91 and 2.92 attempt to highlight the options
available for PAINTED ISLAND applications in conjunction
with "triangular" kerbed channelizing islands. Figure 2.91
gives a range of basic examples which illustrate the
application of different widths of painted island marking,
singly, to each side of a triangular channelizing island. Detail
2.91.4 shows a progressive build up of PAINTED ISLAND
surrounding a triangular central island. The details in this
figure represent small islands of the type. As such they
should only be considered as illustrative. For more complete
details refer to Figure 2.92.

7

Figure 2.92 uses a large channelizing island to cover setting
out and dimensional details. This type of island is typically
rural, but the principles are also appropriate to urban
applications. The following aspects have a significant effect
on the aesthetic appearance of such a PAINTED ISLAND:

The dimensional details of all the following groups of road
marking types are repeated from Volume 4, Chapter 2 for
completeness:
(a) arrow types (see Subsection 2.7.4);
(b) symbols (see Subsection 2.7.5);
(c) word letters (see Subsection 2.7.6)
(d) other composite details (see Subsection 2.7.3).

2.7.2
1

2

3

Painted Islands

PAINTED ISLAND marking RM5 has a multitude of applications
all of which cannot be detailed in this Chapter. Examples of
applications appear throughout the sections of this Chapter and
several enhanced details specific to painted islands have been
covered as follows:
(a) rural road markings - Figures 2.38 and 2.39;

(a) width of island segment;

(b) freeway road markings - Figures 2.70, 2.77 and 2.78
(arrestor bed).

(b) bar width and spacing (ratio always 1 to 2 with limited
exceptions - see paragraph 2.7.2.9);

Figures 2.87 to 2.92 provide basic details of the elements of
various types of painted island. The use of these elements is
developed through a range of examples, generally increasing in
complexity, to illustrate the potential of marking RM5. These
examples also illustrate the effects of varying the different
parameters which more commonly affect painted island
geometry. Although it is not practical to cover every possible
variation in road or junction geometry which may require the
provision of a painted island, it should, however, be possible to
adapt and / or build on the examples given to provide solutions
to most problems.

(c) turning roadway radius, and therefore the intersecting
segments, if a fully surrounding PAINTED ISLAND is
used;
(d) island kerb radius;
(e) use of a "flare" on one or both sides of an end radius (not
illustrated);
(f) the presence of STOP LINE marking RTM1 or
PEDESTRIAN CROSSING LINES marking RTM3.
8

Figures 2.87 and 2.88 illustrate the three basic forms of
PAINTED ISLAND, namely:

An acceptable visual or aesthetic effect is likely to be most
difficult to achieve, subject to the above factors, in the
following areas:

(a) diagonal bars;

(a) in the intersecting 900 corner (a skew junction will vary
this angle);

(b) chevron bars; and

(b) around the turning roadway.

(c) dividing line.

9

These figures also cover the basic setting out and dimensional
criteria for the three types of bar. Diagonal and chevron bars
may be painted solid, or, when the bar width is 600 mm or more
a hollow pattern may be used. Details of variations in setting
out and dimensional criteria are given in Figures 2.90 to 2.92.
4

Figure 2.89 expands on the basic forms of PAINTED ISLAND
to illustrate the ways in which these may be applied to specific
geometric or traffic control needs.

5

Figure 2.90 shows a range of applications of the three forms of
PAINTED ISLAND in relation to:
(a) direction of travel of traffic, either:
(i) traffic

MAY 2012

travelling

in

opposite

directions;

or

The following techniques should be considered, singly or
collectively, in order to achieve an acceptable marking
pattern:
(a) the angle of bars on the straight sides should be 300 to
the direction of travel;
(b) the first "bar" may be increased in area for better visual
impact - this will also have the effect of moving the
subsequent bar pattern towards the kerbed nose - it is
recommended that the effective length of the first bar be
increased by an order of 3 to 5 times on the leading
approach and 2 to 3 times on the trailing approach;
(c) the bar angle on the leading approach to the turning
roadway should be 450 for the first two or three bars;
(continued on page 2.7.8)
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2.7.2
COLOURS:
Border:
Bars:

White or yellow
Yellow

NOTES:

Fig 2.87
ROAD MARKINGS

1

For details of the use of road marking
RM5 refer to SADC-RTSM VOL 1,
Chapter 7, page 7.2.15.

2

The detail below shows the minimum
bar spacing dimensions for a bar or
chevron painted island. The bar width
may be increased to a maximum of
1000 mm. Ratio of bar width to space
is 1 to 2.

3

For further painted island details see
Figures 2.88 to 2.92.

4

Figure 2.88 Detail 2.88.1 illustrates a
“dividing
line”
painted
island
treatment
and
the
range
of
dimensions for such a treatment.
When the central element reaches
600 mm in width or greater, a bar
marking should be used.

5

Figure 2.88, Detail 2.88.2 shows
basic setting out details for a chevron
bar based painted island (traffic
travels in the same direction on each
side of the island). Many variations of
this type of island are possible.

6

Detail 2.88.3 shows the principles of
hollow bar painted island markings.
Such bars may be varied in
dimension (see Figure 2.89) but no
single leements should ne less than
150 mm in width.

RM5 – Painted Islands – 1 – Basic Bar Details
SARTSM – VOL 2
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Fig 2.88
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RM5 – Painted Islands – 2 – Basic “Dividing” Island/Chevron Bar and
Hollow Bar Details
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2.7.4

Fig 2.89

ROAD MARKINGS

RM5 – Painted Islands – 3: Types/Applications
of Painted Island Markings
SARTSM – VOL 2
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Fig 2.90
RM5 - Painted Islands - 4
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Fig 2.91
RM5 - Painted Islands - 5
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Fig 2.92
RM5 - Painted Islands - 6
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(continued from page 2.7.1)
(d) the bar angle of the last two or three bars on the
trailing approach should be 300 or less - 100 is
commonly an effective angle to use;
(e) once the two extremes of the turning roadway have
been designed / marked the remaining distance round
the curve should be measured on the inside and
outside guidelines from centre to centre of already
determined bars (see Detail 2.92.1) - these lengths
should then be divided into equal parts approximating
the standard "bar plus space" dimension (the inner
dimension should be less than this and the outer
dimension greater) - this will establish the centres of
the bars on the curve (these will in fact "rotate"
through an angle from leading approach to trailing
approach);
(f) use one of the details covered by Details 2.92.3 to
2.92.5 if an awkward combination of bars occurs in the
900 corner;
10 Detail 2.92.1 indicates the above factors in a sequence of
design or setting out steps.

2.7.3
1

Other Dimensional Details

There are a few enlarged details which do not fall into the
detail groups covered by Subsections 2.7.4, 2.7.5 and
2.7.6. These enlarged dimensional details cover the
application of the following marking types:
(a) Figure 2.93 - BOX JUNCTION marking RM10;
(b) Figure 2.94 - ZIG ZAG ZONE LINEs marking RM11;
(c) Figure 2.95 - SPEED HUMP marking WM10.

2

BOX JUNCTION marking RM10 is a regulatory marking
which requires certain actions of drivers. Its use should
therefore be undertaken with care since it will have traffic
enforcement implications. Examples of typical applications
are given in Section 2.4 - Road Marking Applications in
Urban Situations in Figure 2.49.

3

ZIG ZAG ZONE LINES marking RM11 is also a regulatory
marking which requires certain actions of drivers.
Examples of the application of marking RM11 are given in
Section 2.4 - Road Marking Applications in Urban
Situations in Figure 2.55. Further examples of the use of
pedestrian signs and markings are given in Chapter 14:
Signing for Pedestrian Environments.

4

SPEED HUMP marking WM10 is a warning marking the
use of which is appropriate in speed controlled
environments. Examples of the use of marking WM10 are
given in Chapter 12: Signing for Traffic Calming.
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DETAILS
COLOURS:
Yellow

NOTES:
1

For details of the use of road marking
RM10 refer to SADC-RTSM VOL 1,
Chapter 7, page 7.2.23.

2

Mark out box as follows:
(a) Mark perimeter at least 500
mm
inside
pedestrian
crossings;
(b) Markdiagonals of the resultant
shape;
(c) Set-off
additional
“cross
hatches”
parallel
to
the
diagonals;
(d) If the box is elongated
establish a centre point on the
long side and proceed as
above.
If the perimeter of the box is under
20 m simply mark diagonals. When
over 20 m mark additional “cross
hatches” at 2000 mm or at roughly
equal centres up to a maximum of
3000 mm.

3

Fig 2.93
MAY 2012

RM10 – Box Junction
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2.7.10
COLOURS:
White

NOTES:

RM11

Fig 2.94
ROAD MARKINGS

1

For details of the use of road marking
RM11 refer to SADC-RTSM VOL 1,
Chapter 7, page 7.2.25.

2

The 2 m length of line may be
measured along the line (if using a
mask or template (B)), or along the
line of the road (for ease of setting
out (A)).

3

The zig-zag offset (C) may be
reduced from 500 mm to 300 mm
for lanes less than 3400 mm in
width.

RM11 – Zig-Zag Zone Lines
SARTSM – VOL 2
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2.7.11

DETAILS
COLOURS:
White

NOTES:
1

For details of the use of road marking
WM10 refer to SADC-RTSM VOL 1,
Chapter 7, page 7.2.9.

2

Pattern start points shown thus

●. This

may be varied. However, it is
recommended that all speed humps in a
specific area use the same pattern

WM10

Fig 2.95

WM10 – Speed Hump
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2.7.12
2.7.4
1

Arrow Types

This Subsection covers the following road marking arrow types
in sufficient dimensional detail to enable the setting out of the
arrow, or preferably the manufacture of a mask to enable the
quick and accurate marking of the road surface:
(a) MANDATORY DIRECTION ARROWS RM8 (Yellow);
(b) MANDATORY
(White);
(c) TRAFFIC
(Yellow);

DIRECTION

CIRCLE

ARROW

MANDATORY

AHEAD

ARROWS

WM7
RM15

(d) LANE REDUCTION ARROWS WM6 (White);
(e) NO OVERTAKING AHEAD ARROWS WM8 (White);
(f) END OF EXCLUSIVE USE LANE ARROWS WM11.1 AND
WM11.2 (White);
(g) BIFURCATION ARROWS GM3 (White);
(h) INFORMATION ARROWS GM4 (White or Yellow).
2

In all instances the arrow types are available in a range of
lengths subject to their location of application. The range of
locations is classified as follows:
(a) city centre (central business district);
(b) urban/rural expressway (commonly a numbered route);
(c) rural roads and all freeways.

3

Some arrow types include an additional size for special
applications. Such applications include locations where
markings may be difficult to see, such as:
(a) in misty areas;
(b) in areas subject to high traffic density;
(c) situations without street lighting;
(d) in identified high accident locations.

4

Several of the arrows are detailed in two ways to allow options
for scaling to a size suitable for use on the road. In the one
case the detail shows the arrow and a selection of dimensional
letters, values for which are tabulated for the range of standard
arrow lengths. In some cases an arrow is also drawn on a
rectangular grid, elongated in the direction of the length of the
symbol, to facilitate its enlargement. This type of detail is only
given for the most commonly used arrow size. In principle,
however, other sizes can be generated by varying the scale
factor for the grid element length in proportion to the arrow
length. It should be noted that for each arrow type the width of
the arrow remains constant, irrespective of the length.

ROAD MARKINGS
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DETAILS

RM8
WM7
COLOURS:
White

NOTES:
1

2

For details of the use of road marking RM8 refer to SADCRTSM VOL 1, Chapter 7, page 7.2.20 and for road marking
WM7 to page 7.3.7.
Dimensional details of arrows are given in Figures 2.97 and
2.98. Values of dimensions for all standard arrow lengths sre
covered in Figure 2.97 in tabulated form, whilst Figure 2.98
illustrates arrow details, to scale, for the 5 m arrow length, on a
grid base. It should be noted that the arrow width does not vary
with length. The grid detail can be redrawn for other arrow
length by retaining, at the full size, the 50 mm width of grid block
and by varying the length of the vertical block in proportion to
the arrow length as shown opposite:

Fig 2.96

MAY 2012

“a” (arrow length)

grid block length

2500 mm

50 mm

4000 mm

80 mm

5000 mm

100 mm

7500 mm

120 mm

RM8 – Mandatory Direction Arrows – 1
WM7 - Mandatory Direction Arrows Ahead – 1
SARTSM – VOL 2
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2.7.14

Fig 2.97

ROAD MARKINGS

RM8 – Mandatory Direction Arrows – 2
WM7 - Mandatory Direction Arrows Ahead – 2
SARTSM – VOL 2
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Fig 2.98

MAY 2012

RM8 – Mandatory Direction Arrows – 3
WM7 - Mandatory Direction Arrows Ahead – 3
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2.7.16

COLOURS:
Arrows:
Outer circle:
Inner circle:

Yellow
White
Yellow

NOTES:
1

For details of the use of road marking
RM15 refer to SADC-RTSM VOL 1,
Chapter 7, page 7.2.29.

2

2 m, 4 m and 6 m DIAMETER traffic
circles are detailed. Other sizes may be
used on a proportional basis. The size of
the painted circle is a function of the
engineering geometric design fo the traffic
circle.

3

The circle portion of the marking shall
comprise a white outer ring marking and a
yellow central marking. For smal circles (4
m diameter or less) the central marking
shoild be solid. For larger ciscles the
marking may be an inner yellow ring. See
Figure 2.100, Detail 2.100.1.

RM15

Fig 2.99
ROAD MARKINGS

RM15 – Traffic Circle Mandatory Arrows – 1
SARTSM – VOL 2
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Fig 2.100
MAY 2012

RM15 – Traffic Circle Mandatory Arrows – 2
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2.7.18

WM6

COLOURS:
White

NOTES:

Fig 2.101
ROAD MARKINGS

1

For details of the use of road marking
WM6 refer to SADC-RTSM VOL 1,
Chapter 7, page 7.3.5.

2

This figure details a range of WM6
markings in tabular form. (The length
“a” refers to the longer of the two
arrows.) Figure 2.102 details a 5 m
arrow on a grid base to allow for easy
enlargement. Note that arrow width
dimensions are constant irrespective
of length.

WM6 – Lane Reduction Arrows – 1
SARTSM – VOL 2
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Fig 2.102
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WM6 – Lane Reduction Arrows – 2
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2.7.20
COLOURS:
White

NOTES:
1

For details of the use of road marking
WM8 refer to SADC-RTSM VOL 1,
Chapter 7, page 7.3.8.

2

Dimensional details are given for the
urban and rural sizes of road marking
WM8 which is matched to the length of
DIVIDIN LINE marking WM3.

3

This figure details the two arrow sizes
in tabular form. Figure 2.104 details
the arrows on a grid base for easy
manufacture of a template or painting
mask.

WM8

Fig 2.103
ROAD MARKINGS

WM8 – No Overtaking Ahead Arrows – 1
SARTSM – VOL 2
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Fig 2.104

WM8 – No Overtaking Ahead Arrows – 2
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2.7.22
COLOURS:
White

NOTES:
1

For details of the use of road marking
WM11 refer to SADC-RTSM VOL 1,
Chapter 7, page 7.3.9.

2

Marking WM11.1 is for use with
marking RM9. For examples see
Volume 2, Chapter 8.

3

The arrow is illustrated on a grid base
which
makes
it
suitable
for
modification to other sizes. The
recommended length, with a grid block
length of 200 mm, is 7.2 m. It shoul;d
be noted that the grid width of 50 mm
remains constant irrespective of
changes in length.

WM11.1

Fig 2.105
ROAD MARKINGS

WM11.1 – End of Exclusive Use Lane Arrows – Option to Turn
SARTSM – VOL 2
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DETAILS
COLOURS:
White

NOTES:
1

For details of the use of road marking
WM11 refer to SADC-RTSM VOL 1,
Chapter 7, page 7.3.9.

2

Marking WM11.2 is for use with
marking RM9. For examples see
Volume 2, Chapter 8.

3

The arrow is illustrated on a grid base
which
makes
it
suitable
for
modification to other sizes. The
recommended length, with a grid block
length of 200 mm, is 6 m. It shoul;d be
noted that the grid width of 50 mm
remains constant irrespective of
changes in length.

WM11.2

Fig 2.106
MAY 2012

WM11.2 – End of Exclusive Use Lane Arrows – Straight-on Option
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2.7.24
COLOURS:
White

NOTES:
1

For details of the use of road marking GM3 refer to
SADC-RTSM VOL 1, Chapter 7, page 7.4.3.

2

This figure details a range of GM3 markings in
tabular form. (The length “a” refers to the longer of
the two arrows.) Figure 2.108 details a 5 m arrow
on a grid base to allow for easy enlargement. Note
that arrow width dimensions are constant
irrespective of length. The grid detail can be
redrawn for other arrow lengths by retaining, at the
full size, the 50 mm width of grid block and by
varying the length of the vertical block in
proportion to the arrow length as follows:

GM3

Fig 2.107
ROAD MARKINGS

“a” (arrow length)

grid block length

2500 mm

50 mm

4000 mm

80 mm

5000 mm

100 mm

7500 mm

120 mm

GM3 – Bifurcation Arrows - 1
SARTSM – VOL 2
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Fig 2.108
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GM3 – Bifurcation Arrows - 2
SARTSM – VOL 2
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2.7.26
COLOURS:
White

NOTES:
1

For details of the use of road marking GM4
refer to SADC-RTSM VOL 1, Chapter 7, page
7.4.3.

GM4

Fig 2.109
ROAD MARKINGS

GM4 – Information Arrows
SARTSM – VOL 2
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DETAILS
2.7.5
1

Symbol Types

This subsection details a limited number of symbolic road
markings. These are not widely used, with one exception,
namely RM7.1, but marking GM6.3 is likely to become more
widely used with time. Symbols available are:
(a) BICYCLE symbol RM17.1 (Yellow)/GM6.1 (White);
(b) AIRPORT symbol GM6.2 (White);
(c) DISABLED PERSONS symbol RM17.3 (Yellow) / GM6.3
(White) - for use in DISABLED PERSONS PARKING BAY
RM16;
(d) HIGH OCCUPANCY VEHICLE (HOV) LANE symbol
RM17.4 (Yellow) / GM6-4 (White);
(e) EXCLUSIVE PARKING BAY CATEGORY symbol RM7.1
(Yellow) - for use with EXCLUSIVE PARKING BAY marking
RM7.
(f) RAILWAY CROSSING AHEAD symbol WM1 (White);
(g) YIELD CONTROL AHEAD symbol WM5 (White).
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ROAD MARKINGS

DETAILS

2.7.28
COLOURS:
Yellow (RM17.1) or White (GM6.1)

NOTES:
1

For details of the use refer to SADC-RTSM VOL 1, Chapter 7, pages
7.2.21, 7.4.4 and 7.4.5.

2

The symbol area is 0.54 m2.

3

BICYCLE LANE symbol RM17.1 is for use with EXCLUSIVE USE
LANE LINE RM9 to indicate BICYCLE LANES. Symbol GM 6.1 is for
general use in non-regulatory situations.

RM17.1
GM6.1

Fig 2.110

ROAD MARKINGS

RM17.1 – Bicycle Lane Symbol
GM6.1 – Bicycle Symbol
SARTSM – VOL 2
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2.7.29

DETAILS
COLOURS:
White

NOTES:
1

For details of the use refer to SADC-RTSM
VOL 1, Chapter 7, page 7.4.5.

2

The symbol area is 4.77 m2.

GM6.2

Fig 2.111
MAY 2012

GM6.2 – Airport Symbol
SARTSM – VOL 2

ROAD MARKINGS

DETAILS

2.7.30
COLOURS:

Yellow (RM17.3) or White (GM6.3)

NOTES:

RM17.3
GM6.3

1

For details of the use of road marking
refer to SADC-RTSM VOL 1, Chapter 7,
pages 7.2.30, 7.2.31, and 7.4.5.

2

This symbol has not been elongated in
the direction of travel since its primary
function is in connection with parking
bays. Symbol GM6.3 is for general use
in non-regulatory situations.

3

Symbol RM17.3 is a required part of
DISABLED PERSONS PARKING BAY
marking RM16.

4

The standard length of symbol is 1000
mm (a=100). Other sizes may be used
as follows:
“a”
60 mm
120 mm
180 mm

Fig 2.112

ROAD MARKINGS

symbol length
600 mm
1200 mm
1800 mm

RM17.3 – Disabled Persons Parking Bay Symbol
GM6.3 – Disabled Persons Symbol
SARTSM – VOL 2
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2.7.31

DETAILS
COLOURS:
Yellow (RM17.3) or White (GM6.3)

NOTES:
1

For details of the use refer to SADCRTSM VOL 1, Chapter 7, pages 7.2.21,
7.2.31, and 7.4.5.

2

HOV (High Occupancy Vehicle) LANE
SYMBOL RM17.4 is for use with
EXCLUSIVE USE LANE LINE RM9 to
indicate that the exclusive use lane is
for use by HOV’s only. Symbol GM6.4 is
for use in non-regulatory situations.

3

Two sizes of symbol are available. Use
of the larger symbol is optional. When it
is used it is recommended that it be
applied using high skid resistance
material.

4

The symbol should be positioned in the
centre of the exclusive use lane.

Fig 2.113
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RM17.4
GM6.4

RM17.4 – High Occupancy Vehicle Lane Symbol
GM6.4 – High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) Symbol
SARTSM – VOL 2

ROAD MARKINGS

DETAILS

2.7.32
COLOURS:
Yellow

NOTES:
1

For details of the use refer to SADC-RTSM
VOL 1, Chapter 7, page 7.4.19.

2

For details of letters to be used within oval
symbol see Figures 2.115 to 2.119.

3

The approximate area of the applied symbol
is 0.28 m2.

RM7.1

Fig 2.114

ROAD MARKINGS

RM7.1 – Details of Oval Symbol for Use with
EXCLUSIVE PARKING BAY Marking RM7
SARTSM – VOL 2
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2.7.33

DETAILS

Fig 2.115
MAY 2012

RM7.1 – Letter Details - 1
SARTSM – VOL 2

ROAD MARKINGS

DETAILS

2.7.34

Fig 2.116
ROAD MARKINGS

RM7.1 – Letter Details - 2
SARTSM – VOL 2
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2.7.35

DETAILS

Fig 2.117
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RM7.1 – Letter Details - 3
SARTSM – VOL 2

ROAD MARKINGS

DETAILS

2.7.36

Fig 2.118
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RM7.1 – Letter Details - 4
SARTSM – VOL 2
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